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ABSTRACT
Bullying is a problem concerning us all, especially our children.
Human Computer Interaction (HCI) has invited children to tackle
this problem through design and technology. However, yet there
is limited research including critical engagement with the topic,
even if the critical agenda is arousing increasing interest in HCI.
Design fiction has shown potential in addressing critical concerns.
However, albeit design fiction has entered HCI method repertoire
already some time ago, it is an ambiguous concept with multiple
meanings and usages. We map and articulate some of this variety:
fascinating, future-oriented, and provocative studies are identified,
while also a lack of critical design fiction, aiming at empowerment
of the power-weak. We contribute by exploring such kind of design fiction in collaboration with children to tackle the problem of
bullying. We scrutinize our participatory and empowering design
fiction process and outcomes and discuss their implications for HCI
research and design fiction practice.

CCS CONCEPTS
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1

INTRODUCTION

Bullying is a troublesome, widespread, and serious problem concerning us all, from small children to adults and the elderly. Human
Computer Interaction (HCI) research, among a multitude of other
disciplines, has recognized the seriousness of this problem and reacted against it through design and technology [41]. Within this
stream of research, there is particular focus on children: Child Computer Interaction (CCI) researchers have addressed the problem in
collaboration with children, developing digital tools for preventing
or reducing bullying and/or engaging with children in Participatory
Design (PD) process for the purpose [3, 9, 22, 29, 30, 51, 58, 63, 64].
Albeit valuable work, there are limitations in the existing research
addressing bullying in collaboration with children (for a review,
see [41]). Particularly we identify a lack of critical engagement,
inspired by the critical tradition, aiming at empowering the oppressed, marginalized, dominated or power-weak. In this study,
we explore how to encourage critical engagement of children to
address the problem of bullying through design and technology.
The critical agenda1 is arousing increasing interest in HCI, not
only relating to children and the topic of bullying. Actually, critical
concerns in computing can be dated back to the 1960s when Scandinavian PD tradition started highlighting the need for worker and
1 The

critical agenda is characterized by “an intention to change the status quo, overcome injustice and alienation, and promote emancipation” [68]. Hence, critical researchers should aim at changing how things are; emancipatory interests characterize
critical research, [2, 16, 67]
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union participation in the development of computer systems at the
workplace, having a strong Marxist flavor, and advocating for workplace democracy (e.g. [27]). During the years, political concerns
and critical voices have become silenced for a couple of decades,
but now they are back. Today, one can identify a revitalized interest
in power and politics around design and technology. There is an
increasing acknowledgement that design and technology are not
neutral or value free, but they may have a variety of consequences –
both good and bad. HCI is seriously starting to tackle this emergent
topic.
Design fiction has potential for a critical engagement with design and technology [39, 40]. Design fiction has aroused interest in
HCI already for some time: it has been utilized for envisioning and
exploring alternative futures, for collaborating with stakeholders
as well as for critique, questioning and addressing critical concerns
(e.g., [16, 69, 71]). Design fiction can be connected with the method
repertoire of design research tradition, especially with speculative
[19, 20, 69, 71] and critical design [21, 68] but also with PD and
user-centered design including future scenarios [16, 23, 49]. Due to
these different origins and traditions, it is no surprise that design
fiction is an ambiguous concept with multiple meanings and usages
[5, 16]. Some background influences connect with the critical tradition, but obviously not all and there are vast differences within.
The PD tradition has embraced critical theory in its early efforts
for workplace democracy and worker empowerment, while the
contemporary interpretations do not necessarily acknowledge the
critical origins (e.g.,[6]). Critical design has as well been criticized
to rely on critical research tradition in a very limited sense [40].
Even if it is contrasted with mainstream design, and even if critical
tradition is referred to in the original texts, critical tradition does
not play a significant role within critical design, which instead, similarly to design fiction, rather represents a future-oriented design
tradition that can be labeled as design avant-garde [39]. A lot of
recent work on design fiction links with this genre, similarly to reflective design [4, 66], and speculative design [48, 69]: they are used
to consider speculative futures and alternative presents, explore
alternative values, provoke the audience and/or criticize current
practices and technology. However, alternative interpretations of
design fiction exist as well. In this paper, we map and articulate
some of this variety.
Moreover, we contribute by exploring some yet less explored
forms of critical design fiction, i.e., participatory and empowering
design fiction, in collaboration with children. The HCI research,
and particularly CCI research has recently recognized the value
of critical research and design and started to engage with the design research method repertoire. CCI research has advocated the
empowerment of children through design and technology since its
inception, inspired by the PD tradition (e.g. [[39]); however, these
studies do not necessarily engage at all with the critical tradition.
Then again, some CCI studies explicitly rely on the Scandinavian
PD tradition and underscore children’s empowerment to drive technology development and to critically reflect on the digitalization
of our society and everyday life (e.g., [24, 37, 44]). There are also
recent CCI studies that explicitly rely on critical research tradition,
addressing the topics of marginalization, domination, oppression,
and exclusion of children (e.g. [26, 34, 38, 65]. However, the CCI
literature has not much utilized speculative, reflective or design
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fiction method repertoire from HCI and design research traditions
yet, even if their potential for CCI research has already been noted
[40]. So far, we found only one study relying on critical and reflective design with children [52] and one conducting agonistic
participatory design with children [24].
We consider these approaches are needed to address the problem
of bullying specifically as the problem itself is wicked (see e.g.[59]):
it is power-laden, multifold, troublesome, complex, widespread as
well as difficult if not even impossible to solve. While we acknowledge that digital technologies and design-based approaches by no
means can solve this problem alone, as several different disciplines
are needed to address this psychosocial problem, we maintain that
by using an approach which combines critical design fiction with a
participatory, empowering stance we may create a context in which
children can at least feel safe and empowered to jointly imagine
a world without bullying, i.e. envision a solution-focused desired
future with favorable behaviors (see [76]) addressing this confusing
and oftentimes even conflicting topic (considering bullying and being bullied as the opposites of the same coin) in their lives. Hence,
we explore the potential of participatory, empowering design fiction
in collaboration with children to tackle the problem of bullying at
school in a research project that explores critical design and critical
making with children, and critically scrutinize the outcomes of such
an endeavor.
The paper is structured as follows. Section two reviews and maps
existing HCI and CCI research on design fiction, while section three
introduces the research design involved in this study. Section four
presents the empirical insights while section five discusses their
implications. Section six concludes the paper.

2

DIFFERENT DISCOURSES ON DESIGN
FICTION
2.1 Analytic lens on discourses on design
fiction
Our mapping of the literature on design fiction is inspired by the
work by Deetz [15], who suggests the dimensions of local/emergent
versus elite/a priori and consensus versus dissensus as useful distinctions [15] when mapping discourses in the academic literature. The
distinction between local/emergent and elite/a priori highlights the
origins of the research concepts and problem statements: whether
they emerge locally or are defined by researchers a priori [15]. In
the context of design fiction, this can be used to distinguish different sources of ideas and authority: whether the ideas are defined
or generated by theory and/or by the elite/experts (researchers,
professionals, artists) or whether they are created locally among
the participants and their collaboration and meanings making. The
distinction between consensus and dissensus concerns the relation
of research to the existing social order: it may rely on “a dominant
set of structurings of knowledge” within organizations, a research
community, or society (consensus), while it may also “work to disrupt these structurings” (dissensus), in which case the researcher
aims at challenging the maintenance of order and domination of
people [17]. This distinction can also be applied in our case: design fiction may be used within “a dominant set of structurings
of knowledge” or alternatively it can be used to “to disrupt these
structurings”.
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However, the consensus/dissensus distinction needs to be enriched by certain notions, as it neglects the more active role of
making a change that critical research can and should have. Critical
research does involve critiquing, for instance, in critical research
one should deconstruct discourses’ inscriptions that emphasize and
serve some groups and individuals while neglecting or exploiting
others [2], however critical research should not only critique the
status quo but emancipatory interests should always characterize
critical research [16, 67]. In design fiction, one can easily identify critique: speculative futures and alternative presents are constructed
with the aim to de-construct, to provoke the audience or to criticize
current practices and technology. However, less can be found on
design fiction serving emancipatory interests in serious sense.
The notion of the ethics of research [35], originally in [14] helps
further highlight diversity in design fiction. The ethics of research
refers to the role and value of research. Applied to our context, the
role of design fiction can be means-ends oriented, in which case
design fiction aims at “providing means knowledge for achieving
certain ends without questioning the legitimacy of the ends” [35],
while design fiction within the critical approach stresses “critical
imperative: the identification and removal of domination and ideological practice” [14]. Value of the research refers to the issue of
whose interests research serves [35]: design fiction may be used
to serve the needs of academia, business/management, or the oppressed/labor. Based on these distinctions, we have developed a
framework for revealing and mapping diversity in design fiction

2.2

Different discourses on design fiction

We argue that design fiction (discourse 2 ) can rely on local/emergent
or elitist/a priori ideas or authority and aim at consensus or dissensus in relation to the existing social order, acknowledging within
the dissensus approach both critique and empowerment. In the
case of the consensus approach, design fiction may aim at serving
academia and/or business/management, whereas in the case of the
dissensus discourse, serving the academia might be common while
serving the oppressed should be pivotal. Figure 1 maps diversity
in design fiction and identifies some representative examples of
design fiction.
2.2.1 Consensus design fiction. This form of design fiction aims
at imagining and exploring (alternative) digital futures without
seriously aiming at disrupting the existing social order. Within the
expert led approach, for example Ylipulli et al. [74] explore future
hybrid cities through anthropological design fiction created by researchers and professional writers, seemingly mostly aiming at
serving the academia [74]. Within the participant led approach, for
example Prost et al. [60] and Nägele et al. [57] address the creation
of participatory design fiction, in their case for sustainable energy
futures, created by the current users of eco-feedback technology,
seemingly aiming at serving the academia as well as future users
of sustainable designs [60] or with the vulnerable users of medical technologies, created by the users, aiming at serving both the
academia, industry and users [57].
2 Discourses on design fiction are seen as ways of articulating arguments and engaging

in design fiction practices, providing ways for orientation to the world, for constituting
people and events in it and for reporting of those [59].
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2.2.2 Dissensus design fiction. This form of design fiction aims, in
addition to imagining and exploring (alternative) digital futures,
to criticize, deconstruct or provoke, if not even to empower the
oppressed and combat the oppressors. Within the former, the status
quo is critically scrutinized, challenged, or disturbed by designs
created by elitist designers/experts or by the participants. As for
the elitist, expert led design fiction, Brown et al. [1] for example,
address creation of a Future IKEA Catalogue – with emphasis on
equivocality – created in collaboration among researchers, industry and public sector, seemingly serving the academia as well as
business/management. Wu et al. [73] go further along the critical
trajectory and explore the future of autonomous shipping through
design fiction – with emphasis on controversies and ethical issues –
that is created by researchers in collaboration with industry, serving both the academia and the various stakeholders influenced by
autonomous shipping. Søndergaard and Hansen [68] envision, by
relying on feminist theories, provocative futures with digital personal assistants. Pschetz et al. [61] utilize design fiction and drama
to arouse the civic engagement and deliberation on autonomous
distributed energy systems. As for the participant led design fiction
with the goal to provoke, criticize and deconstruct, for example
Blythe et al. [7] discuss seriously silly design fiction – with emphasis on absurdness – created by researchers considering their later
life or by the elderly themselves, aiming at serving the academia
and the general public. Within the participant led approach, moreover, Muller and Liao [54] go further along the critical trajectory
and explore through participatory design fiction AI ethics, created
in collaboration among researchers and users, serving the academia
as well as the general public.

2.3

Children and adolescents using design
fiction

Studies employing design fiction, that is those that orient children
to futures that are 5, 10, 50 years ahead, are relatively few, yet fictional inquires and narratives, within the purview of participatory
design, have been previously explored with children within CCI
(see [11, 28, 37, 44, 53, 56]). These include studies with children with
visual impairments employing participatory design explorations
of educational spaces that are inclusive [53], with young children
(2-7 years) and their caregivers and professionals co-designing embodied learning approaches [56], with children designing fictitious
“cartoon personalities” that inspire future children’s products [28],
and with middle school students at an after school programming
club to explore elements how storytelling support the learning how
to code [11].
Some studies explicitly utilizing design fiction could also be
found. Design fiction has been used to reimagine possible futures
from the perspectives of climate change [50], of educational systems
for the 21st century [18] of new and emerging technologies [31],
and with university students to envision sustainable campuses [32]
and discuss the long-term ethical consequences of innovation and
technology [75] as well as imagine themselves with communityshared robot in the future [13]. In Maxwell et al.’s [50] project,
Telling the Bees, over 80 pupils aged between 9-10 years and from
low socio-economic backgrounds in the UK participated either
in an intensive week-long exercise or as a regular semester long
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Figure 1: Framework for mapping diversity in design fiction with design fiction example studies
course work. They incorporated three main aspects from the Mantle of the Expert teaching method [33] “which involves learners
role-playing as experts in a particular field, is rooted in three pedagogic structures – inquiry learning, drama for learning and expert
framing” [50]. In their approach to design fiction, like in our work,
pupils role-played as experts, and not as passive learners, to provide imaginative solutions to address the “catastrophic declines in
the honeybee population in a near future” [50]. Duggan et al. [18]
explored alternative futures for schooling through participatory design fiction with 13–14 year old pupils belonging to disadvantaged
communities, in the North West of England. Their school was part of
the “Building Schools for the Future vision of future-oriented teaching and learning” and had open learning spaces instead of closed
classrooms, a focus on independent and collaborative project work,
and students were supported with “one-to-one digital technology”,
yet in practice, “open learning spaces being retrofitted with soundproof walls to create traditional classroom-style teaching spaces”.
Researchers explored this mismatch between vision and practice,
through world-building, that is detailed design fiction narratives
and stories. Hauser et al. [32] made a fake university YouTube channel to share their series of design fiction short films, to “catalyze
reactions and blur limits between what is invented and what is
real, leading to more reflection on current and future practices
surrounding tackled issues” [32]. Researchers have also employed
design fiction to imagine future technologies for children, such as
Buruk et al. [12], who explore the age of transhumanism [10] in the
year 2077 when humans have enhanced augmented sensory and
cognitive capabilities. Through their fictional abstracts, the authors
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raise interesting questions and debates on ethical, socio-political,
and economic conditions that arise in the age of transhumanism,
and the potential problems and opportunities that are created. Thus,
both consensus and dissensus flavors of design fiction have been
employed in previous work on children and technology.
However, our literature review did not uncover examples of
strongly empowerment-oriented design fictions with children: such
studies that would question the status quo as well as take action
with design and technology to combat the oppressors. Yet, children are a growing user group who should be invited to envision
and critically explore our digital futures. So far, very few studies
have explored children’s empowerment through participatory design approaches with regard to their technology design and use,
encouraging children to explore and critically reflect on the implications of technology to their own future lives [17, 37, 42–44].
Among those, DiPaola et al. [17] explore the ethical implications
of technology with middle school children to critically reflect on
socio-technical motivations behind such technology, with the goal
to transform children “into critical users and ethical designers of
technology”. This study aims to contribute to this body of research
and address the current gap in children’s exploration, design, and
critical reflections of future technologies in their lives.

3

RESEARCH DESIGN

This research is a result of a longitudinal interest in and support for
the empowerment and genuine participation of children. Several
research projects have been conducted in collaboration with local
schools, exploring participatory design and making with children
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and their teachers. In the project involved in this study, we conducted critical design fiction with three different local elementary
schools to address bullying that children face in their everyday
life. The project followed the Ethics guidelines and criteria of the
Finnish National Agency for Research Integrity. Informed consent
was asked both from the guardians and study participants. The
participating schools involved two classes of sixth graders and one
second grade class. See details of the participating classes in Table
1. All the children in the classes participated the activities as part
of their schoolwork, but the research data was collected only from
those who (and whose guardians) gave informed consent.

3.1

Design fiction process

All projects followed somewhat similar critical design and making
process consisting of 1) Preparative phase, 2) Design Fiction phase
and 3) Closing phase (See Figure 2.)
Preparative phase. The actual project in schools started by sessions sensitizing with the topic. The first part concerned sensitizing
with technology and its use in children’s lives including tasks such
as filling in a technology friendship book - a booklet with several
tasks elaborating the child’s relationship with technology - and
conducting an interview as homework with a parent or other close
adult. Next, the topic of bullying was introduced to the participants
and elaborated through different tasks such as creating persona descriptions for a bully, bullying victim, and bystander and by writing
or drawing scenario descriptions of imagined bullying situations.
The final task was writing a letter or email for an imagined bully
or a person being bullied.
Design fiction phase. Thereafter, we started to envision alternative futures through several design fiction related sessions including
ideation, designing and prototyping, and theater of the oppressed
inspired drama performances. From now on the children worked
in groups of 3-5. The groups were formed by the teachers prior
to the sessions and the groups remained the same throughout the
whole project. The ideation process started with a short introduction to design fiction in a form of two sets of videos. The aim
of the videos was to orient the participants towards the future,
inspire and awake their imagination, and motivate them to consider solutions involving technologies that might not exist yet. The
first video introduced the concept of design fiction and the second concentrated on envisioning technology-mediated solutions
for bullying. More information about the videos, with an online
link, is offered in Section 3.2. For getting started with ideation, we
used a therapy inspired Miracle method [49], as a guideline for
focus group discussions. The idea was to imagine a world after a
miracle. In this case, the miracle was disappearance of bullying
and harassing. This method helped to understand how bullying
pictures now in children’s lives and how the life would be different
without it. Before the actual miracle method session, the pupils had
practiced the method with the teacher already in advance through
a similar miracle method task but with a different topic. The actual ideation started through toy inspired brainstorming sessions.
The idea was to first ideate a gadget for creating a bullying-free
school and society individually, and for creating better, friendlier,
and safer atmosphere for all. A selection of small objects and toys
was used as inspirational material. Each pupil picked 1-2 objects
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and invented magical/technical features for them. After ideating
for a while individually, groups of 3-5 children analyzed each of
the ideas and combined good features into one shared idea. After
coming up with the idea, the groups started to create scenarios or
storyboards of bullying events where the ideated gadget would play
a role. While coming up with the storyline, pupils also created new
persona descriptions of the characters in the story.
Next, we started to analyze the technology concepts critically.
First, the groups drew the best- and worst-case scenarios representing the world where the situation was successfully solved with
the invented gadget, and a dystopic situation where everything
had failed, and the technology had not brought a solution to the
problem. In addition, we had a class discussion on the underlying
assumptions related to the groups’ ideas. The themes of discussion
were as follows: Are the users active or passive? Does the technology control or increase empathy? Is bullying a problem of an
individual or the whole community? Is the idea problem or solution
focused? Finally, we conducted focus group discussion with each of
the groups and discussed the underlying assumptions and values
of each design idea through ladder interview technique trying to
explicate the subconscious motives and underlying values behind
the designs.
After ideation, the children continued by designing and prototyping the ideated gadgets. First, a prototype was made using
various craft materials such as pipe cleaners, cardboard, craft eyes,
hot glue, stickers, ice cream sticks, Styrofoam balls and cones, soft
toys. Afterwards, the groups added interactivity to their prototypes
using programmable Lego bricks, conductive threads and LilyPad
LEDs, Codebug, or Makey Makey.
Finally, we incorporated the theater of the oppressed [7] inspired
drama practices in the design fiction process. Drama rehearsals
were integrated into the ideation sessions early on for warming-up
the children for the drama. In addition, the plots for the skits were
prepared already during the scenario writing and children also
shared the roles acting in the scenes. During the next sessions, the
groups trained acting, first by getting into the role through understanding the feelings of their characters, and then rehearsing the
scenes in their groups. Both a scene without the gadget and a scene
with the gadget was practiced. Finally, the scenes were presented
for an audience, consisting of children and their teachers from other
classes from the same school. The presentations were held twice
for different audience. The audience (spect-actors) were prepared
by presenting what this project was all about and showing them
the design fiction videos. After the scene without the gadget, the
audience had an opportunity to ask questions from the characters
either by picking a question from a pre-shared list or by coming
up one by themselves. The idea was to engage the audience in the
scenes. A facilitator moderated the sessions, asked the presenters to
present their characters before the scenes, encouraged the audience
to ask questions from each of the characters in between the skits
and finally closed the event.
Closing phase. The last session included short presentations of
the prototypes in groups in front of the class and giving constructive feedback for others’ prototypes using Post it -notes. After the
final session, each child was asked to reflect on their experiences
during the project in individual end-interviews. After finishing the
project with the pupils, we conducted interviews with the teachers.
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Figure 2: General design and making process including 1) preparative phase concentrating on sensitizing with the topic, 2)
design fiction phase including ideation, design and prototyping, and theater of the oppressed and 3) a closing session. Letters
A, B and C identify the phase which was reached during the project with each school.
Table 1: Details of the participating classes
School

Grade

N of pupils with consent / N of all pupils

Age of pupils

Gender of pupils

Project conducted until

A
B
C

6
2
6

19/22
25/25
23/24

11-12
7-9
11-12

8 girls / 11 boys
12 girls / 13 boys
14 girls / 10 boys

Entire project
Prototyping phase
Critical analysis phase

In the schools, there were some small modifications in the process
due to children’s different developmental levels and time management issues as we got to work with children in each school different
amounts of time per week. For instance, in school B we used several sessions for prototyping, while in school A only one session
was used for low-fi prototyping and one was dedicated to adding
interactivity to the prototypes. In addition, due to the worsening
COVID-19 pandemic in the area and tightening restrictions, we
were able to finish the entire project only in school A. With school
B, we reached the prototyping phase and with school C the critical
analysis phase (see Figure 2). Thus, the analysis concerning the
drama part will concentrate on the experiences of the pupils in
school A. The work with school A lasted altogether nine weeks
during the fall 2020 and included ten 90-minute sessions with researchers, work with the teacher and some individual homework.
The materials and videos used in the project will be made available
at the project website (http://interact.oulu.fi/mad).
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3.2

The design fiction videos

We carefully crafted videos for introducing design fiction for the
children3 . In the sensitizing to bullying video, children are presented
several current technology-mediated solutions for preventing, addressing, and reducing bullying. This includes adult interventions
for reporting an incident or intervening during an incident, online webpages or a mobile application that has information on
reporting bullying, chatbots that provide therapies for all for improved mental health and wellbeing, or even a robot caretaker in the
school playgrounds that monitors interactions and mediates when
a conflict seems to arise. This leads to a more provocative example where robots or other technology devices watch over students
in the school, like big brother, to analyze emotional signals and
well-being and stop incidents of bullying before they even occur.
From this, the video narrator urges the audience to contemplate on
3 The videos, in English and Finnish, are available at this link: https://drive.google.com/

drive/folders/1EtPeiWZ-drj-Y5e94EGzDWul6wMHGge4?usp=sharing
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who is a bully and why does anyone bully now. Why would they
bully in the future? And to consider what forms bullying might
take on in the future and the role of technology. The video ends on
a positive note, imploring the audience to come together to think
of solutions to a happy school. The videos were designed to explain
and describe the concept of design fiction to those not familiar
with the concept, such as young children, and inspire the audience
to consider the type of technologies there can be or should be in
the future. There are two videos – the first one introduces design
fiction and the second one is on bullying at schools with examples
of different technologies that could provide solutions to prevent,
address, or reduce bullying at schools.
The first video has three parts. In the first part of the video, fiction
is introduced as something that we imagine, which is make-believe,
that can or may happen in the future. At the beginning of the videos
more typical examples are provided to build on familiarity - like
flying cars or time travel, or superheroes and cyborgs living among
us, and towards the end more unfamiliar and provocative ones.
Then a connection is made to science fiction movies, mentioning
superheroes and supervillains, to expand on the concept, and mentioning magic and time travel as well. In this way, diverse examples
from familiar experiences or ideas are presented. Further, questions
on the future of classrooms, specific to the context of our work,
are asked to steer the thought process towards children’s everyday
experiences at school – asking “How will you learn in the future?”
or “How will you write or communicate in the future?”. The audience is then invited to imagine and make-believe different kinds of
schools, classrooms, teachers, and even friends in the future.
In the second part of the video, ways to consider the future are
presented in a relatable style to think about 10 years, 50 years, or
even a hundred years from now. For instance, the future is described
as 10-15 years from now when the children graduate from school
and start studying at the university. The near future as 20-25 years
from now, when they might start their first job and asking them to
consider what it might be and where they might work – on Mars?
And then far future as 50 years from now, when they or their friends
might have grandchildren and asking them to consider how those
grandchildren learn new skills and knowledge at their school in the
future. A far far future is described as 100 years from now when
their grandchildren have children OR when their grandchildren
have grandchildren. In this second part of the video that describes
ways to think about the future the voice over or narrator is robotic
– to sound like someone or something from the future. In the last
part of this video, design fiction is summarized, and the audience
is asked to open their minds and think about the impossible – to
“Think, Imagine, Draw, Write”, as “The future is here”.

3.3

Ethical concerns

As the topic of our project, bullying, is an issue that can cause
lifelong psychological trauma, we had to be extremely sensitive
in handling this topic with the children in delicate developmental
stage. For this reason, the project with each school started with
interviewing the teacher. The teacher interviews concerned for
instance technology use at school, bullying in the class and what
kind of practices schools have for confronting bullying. The classes
did not have serious problems with bullying and the schools had established means for addressing it in case it appeared. We wanted to
ensure no severe bullying was occurring within the classes involved
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in the project. We did not want to conduct our study with a class
with acute, severe bullying as we were aware that our study might
trigger troubling feelings and memories. The teachers were consulted prior all activities to ensure they were suitable for the classes.
Representatives from the schools were present in the project activities. We also asked the teachers to form the teams for the group
work in advance. The teachers were able to group the pupils into
working teams in which the pupils’ individual strengths complemented each other and discrimination or bullying was not likely to
happen.
During the project, we acknowledged that the facilitators had
to adopt a very responsible and ethical stance towards interaction
with children. We were aware of the power play within the class
and tried to ensure equal participation and avoid favoring more
talkative and loud-voiced children at the expense of others. This was
especially highlighted while interacting with children in smaller
groups such as in group interviews. However, children were not
forced to share ideas or thoughts in any stage. In the preparation
phase, for preventing children from sharing troubling or personal
information, we highlighted that each produced outcome should
not be based on trues stories, but they should be fully imaginary,
especially the persona descriptions. During the miracle method
interviews, we asked the children to imagine the world without
bullying. This exercise reflected the existing pain points but did not
describe a single bullying event but rather typical moments when
unwanted behaviour emerges. During the drama phase, the pupils
had freedom to choose a role they were comfortable playing and
a few times it was observed that the children changed their roles
during the drama preparation because they did not feel comfortable
in the role they chose to play first. Overall, we acknowledge that
bullying is a delicate matter with school children. Yet, we think that
it is very important to address it. As the teacher in school A said:
“It is always important to talk about bullying, even when it is not
an acute problem in the class.”

3.4

Data collection and analysis

The data included in this study contains teacher interview transcriptions, pictures taken throughout the project in each school, field
notes from each session, interview and focus group
transcriptions, videos recordings of the dramas and all the material children produced during the project such as scenarios and
personas, letters, reflective diaries and the prototypes. In this paper,
the analysis focused on interview transcriptions from school A,
scenario descriptions, concept pictures and prototype pictures from
all of the schools and the pictures from the drama practices and
videos from the theater of the oppressed event from school A. In
the analysis, we examined both the process and the outcomes of
our design fiction work with children. The data analysis proceeded
the following way. As for the process, all pupil interviews were
first transcribed, after which the quotations related to the overall
process from the end interviews were collected and categorized in
a data-driven manner. In addition to inquiring their overall experiences, we also focused on evidence on children’s empowerment,
considering empowerment of children both in motivational and
relational sense (see [36]); whether the experience was motivating
and meaningful to children, allowing them to have a choice and
impact as well as to build their competence and whether the experience allowed them to have increased power in issues concerning
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their life. As for the outcomes, the concept descriptions were condensed from children’s writings, drawings and verbal descriptions
and scene descriptions were created from the video recordings. The
prototypes, their descriptions and the scenarios were analyzed for
focusing on their underlying assumptions related to human beings
and technology (inspired by [41]) as well as on how criticality and
empowerment picture in them (see Section 2 and [36]).

4 DESIGN FICTION IN ACTION
4.1 Design fiction through children’s
prototypes and concepts
In each school, the children ideated digital means and tools for
the prevention of bullying. A variety of ideas emerged. Those are
presented in the following Tables 2, 3, 4, 5 and Figures 3, 4, 5. In
school A, the groups managed to finalize the project and conduct
the theater of the oppressed event, while in schools B and C the
child groups managed to produce their group ideas that have not yet
been made into prototypes. After prototyping some extra features
or functionalities that have not come up yet will likely appear.

4.2

Design fiction through theater of the
oppressed

In school A, the children presented their prototypes and scenarios
through the theater of the oppressed event. The scenes presented
provocative situations involving rough events of physical and verbal bullying. Children created the scenarios and personas in the
ideation phase, and through the theater of the oppressed preparations the characters and scenes were further developed. All the
groups presented scenes with technology intervention, where technology helped to stop the bullying and a scene where technology
did not play a role, and nothing interrupted the bullying. This set
up highlighted the role of the digital tools in the storyline and thus,
the invented technology was seen as a tool for transforming the
world into a better place in the scene. The scenarios and scenes
related to each prototype of school A are presented in Table 4.
Before acting the scenes for the audience, different preparative
phases were conducted. One was to come up with feelings for the
characters to deepen the understanding about each role and empathy towards the characters. This was done together in groups
so that all members knew what others were thinking and feeling.
Feelings were strengthened in the drama session warm up where
children expressed feelings with their faces and bodies e.g., saying
hello to each other with different feelings. During the theater of
the oppressed event, the audience, consisting of children and their
teachers from other classes, participated in the process through the
opportunity to ask questions from each of the characters in the
scenes. Most of the questions concerned the behaviour of the characters in the scenes. While the questions for the bully concerned
questioning the bullies’ motives, (why the bully bullies and how
she/he feels while doing it), the questions for the victim reflected
wishes for the victim to take a more active role and to stand up for
defending him/herself. For bystanders, the audience was questioning his/her passive role. It was clear that the scenes did not only
affect the presenters, but also the audience began to wonder why
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something happened in the scene and felt empathy for different
characters.

4.3

Children’s design fiction experiences

Children’s (school A) overall experiences of the design fiction process were positive, indicating that the design fiction process was
empowering in motivational sense: it was a meaningful process
(see [36]). They indicated in the interviews that mostly all activities
were pleasant if not fun and enjoyable. Mostly enjoyed parts of
the process were making and presenting the drama and making
the prototype – they involved groupwork and crafts. Three pupils
mentioned the ideation of personas and scenarios as their favorite.
Some children thought technology was fun, some enjoyed ideating
and the technology diary tasks, and many thought that working
with the scenarios, the prototype and the drama in their groups
were the most fun. Ideation, making and presenting the drama
and building the prototype were also clearly the most challenging
tasks. As the more difficult tasks were also the most enjoyable ones,
perhaps challenge was a positive factor. For example, the miracle method was said to be difficult by many; however, all children
agreed that it was useful, and the children got good ideas from there.
On the negative side, the background assumptions, reflections and
the technology friendship book were said to be boring by some
pupils and many didn’t remember those tasks anymore at the end
interviews. Few students felt like there was not enough time to
build the prototype or ideate the scenario. Only one pupil said they
didn’t enjoy performing the drama. Apart from those answers, the
pupils couldn’t think of anything they didn’t particularly like in
the process. Working in groups was a big part of the project and
most felt like they found their place in the group and that the group
was working well together. This feeling was meaningful to the
overall positive experience of the process. Some pupils, however,
maintained that their group impacted the process negatively for
them, even though also they enjoyed other things about it.
The theater of the oppressed part received mostly positive comments from the children although many children reported on being
nervous during it. In the interviews, the children reported on how
they were able to relate to the feelings of the characters and they felt
empathy towards those bullied. The children experienced this as an
empowering experience both in motivational and relational sense
(see [36]): they gained valuable skills and abilities through which to
take action and have an impact in the world. They maintained that
this experience enabled them to see the consequences of bullying
and to act on it, if encountered. The children considered that they
themselves as well as the audience had learned something valuable
during the experience. Some children considered the theater of the
oppressed explicitly as an empowering experience.
Considering what the children had gained or learned during
the overall design fiction process, empowerment emerged again
in the sense of perceived meaningfulness as well as the sense of
having a say and an impact (see [36]). The children were asked
if they would like to ideate these types of technological solutions
to problems like bullying in the future and many answered ”yes”.
The interest to dig deeper and keep ideating indicates that the
process was encouraging and thought provoking for the pupils.
This indication is strengthened through the many types of things
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Table 2: Prototypes and prototype concepts of school A
Group

Prototype description

Group 1
Electric shock robot

A stuffed toy that detects bullying. It uses a teleport to transport from one place to another and
punishes the bully with an electric shock. It also films all the bullying situations for preventing
unjust accusations. The prototype includes programmable Lego bricks making it.
Group 2
A size-changing police car, that can be called via an app. The bully can be brought into the
Futuristic anti-bullying car and the car itself comforts the ones being bullied. The group made an app that included
Police car
the information about the location of the car and included Codebug in their prototype, which
provided the viewers with different kinds of messages such as “The police has been called”.
An invisible pig robot, that recognizes bullies and all the sad people near it. The pig-robot
Group 3
Music playing comfort- plays music, so that the one being bullied cant hear the mean words, said by the bullies. The
ing robot pig
prototype included programmable Lego bricks that made it move.
Group 4
A group of robots consisting of a monkey, crocodile, dog and Santa. The team can be called to
A punishing and re- where bullying occurs. The team talks with the bully and if needed, it punishes the bully. The
warding robot team
possible punishments are for example cleaning the school after hours. The team of robots also
rewards the bullies when they stop the mean behavior. The group included in their prototype
LilyPad led lights.
Group 5
A prototype is a combination of a hippo and a snail, that gives everyone who enters the
Empathy stamp robot
school premises a heart stamp. The stamp deletes all negative thoughts and creates a happy
environment, so that no bullying occurs at the school. This group also included LilyPad LEDs
in their prototype and had led lights inside their stuffed animal.
Table 3: Prototypes and prototype concepts of school B
Group

Prototype description

Group 1
Plane-Car vehicle that
transforms bullies into
friends using hearts
emerging from ink balls

An airplane and car are combined to cruise over the places where bullying could occur and to
monitor the situation in the groups using a camera placed at the bottom of the vehicle which
sees the bullies, as it’s flying. Additionally, a teacher or one of the team members, that are also
the crew members in the vehicle, can call the vehicle to come to the bullying scene. The vehicle
has ink balls that have hearts and hearts have the power to turn the bullies into friends. The
group also toyed with the providing one of the group members with super speed and stamps
that it uses to make the bullies into friends.
Group 2
This group developed the idea of a button that connects with a mobile application, which calls
Robot that converts bul- a robot to come and help when bullying is detected. The robot helps by talking to the bully and
lies into friends and can asking them why they are bullying, so the bully gets distracted. Through the talking, the bully
be called with mobile is converted into a friend. The person being bullied can call for help by using the app.
app
Group 3
A superhero called super girl who can also transform into a super truck, similar to transformers.
Mind controlling super The super girl / super truck has superpowers that include some form of mind control through
girl-truck robot
their gadgets - a fidget spinner and fire blades. The super girl transforms into a car/truck so
she can go to the place where the bullying is happening. Bystanders call for her to come and
help. The bully is stopped through mind control and using the different gadgets.
Group 4
Autopiloted roller skates, that have many bullying preventing features. The skates have bouncy
Empathy raising roller balls that convert the bully into a nice person. In addition, there are heart bubbles that come out
skates
of the skates when a button is pressed and those go to the bully and stop them from bullying.
There is also some bullying sensing mechanism so that the skates go to the right place. Lastly,
there is a button on the skates that releases perfume that goes to the bully’s nose and they stop
bullying.
Group 5
A bouncy pig that has a net to catch bullies with and if you are caught you need to give some
Bullies detecting and money to the pig in order to be freed from the net. The interaction with the pig, through the
capturing pig robot
pig tapping on the shoulder of the bully, turns the bully into a good person. The pig knows
where the bullying is happening, or it has a lie detector, or a bystander can call it.
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Figure 3: Children’s prototypes in school A. From the left: Electric shock robot, anti-bullying police car, comforting music
robot, robot team, empathy stamp robot.

Figure 4: Children’s prototypes in school B. From the left: Plane-Car vehicle, Robot that converts bullies into friends, Mindcontrolling super girl-truck robot, Empathy raising roller skates (below), Bullies detecting and capturing pig robot.

Figure 5: The childrens concept drawings in school C. From left: Empathy increasing headband, comforting joke telling teddy
robot, bullying detecting bunny robot, a tiger robot with monitoring camera eyes, bullying measuring teddy robot.
the pupils saw they had learned during the process. Those included
how to play with and handle different forms of technology, how
to identify bullying and act against it, what the consequences of
bullying are if the problem is not addressed, how other people think
and feel about bullying and how technology can be used to help

with different issues such as bullying. Also, most pupils implied
that their thoughts about bullying and technology had changed
after the project.
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Table 4: Prototypes and prototype concepts of school C
Group

Prototype description

Group 1
Magic head band that
increases empathy
Group 2
Comforting joke telling
teddy shaped robot
Group 3
Bullying
detecting
bunny robot
Group 4
A tiger robot with monitoring camera eyes

A magic headband which turns every bully nice and uses magic to make bullying disappear.
It detects bullying, racism and other discrimination that occurs near it and creates a positive
atmosphere.
A stuffed toy robot. The robot senses when bullying occurs and makes it stop. It comforts and
talks to everyone if they need a company, tells jokes and makes people laugh. The robot sends
a message to the teacher if bullying occurs.
Bunny is a robot that flies to the bullied if he/she needs help. It has a golden armour and its
always happy. The robot detects bullying and tells the teacher by sending a message. The bunny
has a slogan which can be translated to “stop the fighting by using bunny”.
A tiger warrior is a stuffed toy robot that is used to monitor the school. The robots eyes are
camera lenses and it sends direct video to a “man behind the computer”. If someone says mean
things, they will be punished, for example they need to clean the entire school. The robot also
rewards good behaviour.
Teddy bear robot which eyes change color, depending on how serious bullying it detects. If
needed, little teddies come out of the robot’s nose, and they help the one being bullied.

Group 5
Bullying
measuring
teddy robot

Table 5: The scene descriptions with technology intervention during the theater of the oppressed in school A.
Group

Scenario / Scene description with technology intervention

Group 1
Electric shock robot

A child (victim) is walking along a street. The bully enters the scene and starts kicking the
victim. Suddenly the robot teleports to the scene and gives an electric shock to the bully.
Bullying stops and the bully leaves the scene.
Group 2
A child (victim) enters to the scene happily. The bully starts to call the victim stupid, pushes
Futuristic anti-bullying the victim who then falls. The bully continues kicking the victim while the victim is lying on
Police car
the ground. A passer-by uses a portable device to call the police car. The police car enters the
scene, helps the victim, and takes the bully away.
Group 3
A child (victim) is dancing in the scene, then the bully starts to make fun of the child. A passerMusic playing comfort- by interferes and the pig robot enters the scene. The pig robot starts to play music around the
ing robot pig
victim, who doesn’t hear the bullies anymore. Bullies stop making fun of the victim, as the
victim doesn’t react anymore.
Group 4
A child (victim) sends a message accidentally to a bully, who then hits the victim because of it.
A punishing and re- Another child tries to video record the event and bully hits him, too, and he drops his phone. A
warding robot team
passer-by calls the team of robots to the scene. The robot team of robots punishes the bully by
making the bully clean the school for a week.
Group 5
A child (victim) is playing with a mobile phone. Another child (bully) asks if she can play with
Empathy stamp robot
it too, but the victim says no. The bully then breaks the victim’s phone and hits the victim. A
passer-by enters the scene and bully hits her too. The robot enters the scene and gives a stamp
to everyone making them become friends and no bullying happens anymore.

5

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

This section discusses the implications of our results for HCI research and design fiction practice.

5.1

Participatory, empowering design fiction
with children

Our research explored how to encourage critical engagement of
children to address the problem of bullying through design and
technology. As an answer, we propose participatory and empowering design fiction in collaboration with children. Our study shows
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an example how it can be accomplished with children. Next, we
discuss the process and outcomes of our participatory, empowering design fiction in more detail, scrutinizing in which sense we
consider it to be participatory and empowering.
As for the process, we maintain that the critical agenda strongly
pictures in the process: there is “an intention to change the status
quo, overcome injustice and alienation, and promote emancipation”
[67].The children managed to envision a fascinating set of digital
means and tools to tackle the widespread, troublesome societal
problem of bullying that is intimately intertwined with injustice
and alienation in our society. In addition, they also managed to
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invite teachers and other children in their school to consider the
problem and potential solutions for tackling it. Hence, as for participation and empowerment, the children adopted the position of
central actors, protagonists [46] in the process, taking action and
responsibility. The children engaged in the theater of the oppressed
performances, which have been particularly devised to empower
people, both the actors and the spect-actors, to liberate themselves
from oppression and false consciousness [7]: Boal argues that “Theater is necessarily political, because all the activities of man are
political, and theater is one of them” [7] and that theater is a weapon,
an efficient one, that can be used for the liberation of the oppressed.
In line with this, we maintain that we invited children to utilize
design fiction including theater as a weapon to liberate us all from
the problem of bullying. Our analysis shows we managed to offer
empowering experiences for the children involved, and in different
senses including the motivational and the relational sense (see also
[36]).
As for the outcomes of the design fiction, we see interesting
distinctions in the children’s designs (see Table 6). Inspired by [41],
we categorize the children’s designs along a continuum, where
one end represents Theory X assumptions about the human being:
people as seen as lazy and unmotivated to tackle the problem of
bullying; hence, they need to be monitored, controlled, and pushed
to achieve a desired outcome and the focus is on problem identification and associated action taking. The other end relies on Theory
Y assumptions: people are seen as active and motivated, taking
ownership and responsibility for bullying, their action taking entailing a collective approach with a focus on strengths and positive
futures rather than on the problems of today. Children’s designs
representing both theories could be identified in our study. We
consider all designs as empowering, while the Theory Y oriented
designs more strongly so than Theory X oriented ones. Regarding
criticality, furthermore, we maintain the children’s designs work
within the dissensus discourse in the sense of aiming at challenging
and disrupting the “dominant set of structurings of knowledge”.
However, there are differences in how far the children went in
their designs in terms of critiquing, deconstructing or provoking:
some designs included unexpected, surprising or provocative elements more clearly than others. Moreover, there are differences
in far the children went in their designs in terms of empowering
the oppressed and combatting the oppressors: again, some designs
were more explicit in addressing the power difference and power
dynamics among the bullies and those bullied than others.
However, when addressing such a wicked problem as bullying, we cannot expect any easy solutions (see [16]). We know the
concrete solutions designed by children are not implementable as
such. However, while engaging in the process, empowered to envision and design the better future, these designs become means
and tools for participatory mutual learning for all participants involved, for children to learn to express themselves in relation to the
troublesome topic but for adults as well to understand children’s
relationship with such a complex problem. For example, we may
consider electric shock as children’s real expression of the urgent
need for someone to really intervene. As such, this naïve solution
expresses how strong relationship children experience with the
issue in question and children’s stance in regards the imaginary
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future. In the end, visioning the future, with no restrictions, empowers children to express their inner thoughts and orientation to
the topic. Adults, on the other hand, need to take these children’s
solutions, as naïve as they are, as valued contributions in need for
more in-depth, multidisciplinary analysis and further development,
yet still continuing in collaboration with all those involved, with
the vulnerable ones most importantly.

5.2

Call for more participatory and
empowering design fiction within the
dissensus discourse

Even if we were able to identify interesting, and divergent, examples
of design fiction in our mapping of the literature, we regret to say
that as regards the use of design fiction to empower the oppressed
and/or to combat the oppressors, we did not find a great number
of examples from HCI. Even if we see a lot of value in critical
design fiction that aims to deconstruct, criticize and question the
status quo and the taken for granted assumptions, we also think
design fiction should be utilized more directly for the purpose
of empowerment of the power weak, marginalized, dominated,
oppressed – be that design fiction created by elitist expert designers
or by local participants. Even if the empowerment of people is
already discussed [60] and the theater of the oppressed is mentioned
as a source of inspiration [58], both indicating the engagement
with the critical agenda, so far the endeavors have not been too
empowering or combatting ones.
We engaged ourselves in the practice of creating design fiction
within the dissensus discourse. Our project enables reflecting on
what the participant led, empowering design fiction may entail in
HCI, who decides on its contents and who defines the futures to
be aimed at – even if we acknowledge that our participant group
of children makes our work specific in many ways and our results
not generalizable to any HCI project. We wish to highlight that
in participatory, empowering design fiction with different kinds
of participants, many ethical and value laden aspects are involved.
What is provocative for one, may not be such for the other. What
is oppressing for one, may not be such for the other. In addition,
what we consider empowering of the oppressed or combatting the
oppressors may not be considered such by the oppressed. Despite
these challenges, we are positive about the potential of critical
design fiction to transform the world: to “change the status quo,
overcome injustice and alienation, and promote emancipation” [67].
We particularly promote participatory and collective approaches,
not only for the topic of bullying, but generally for the empowerment of the oppressed. Aligning with the participatory tradition, we
advocate viewing people rather as active agents making a change
in the world by themselves than as passive objects in interventions
defined by the elite. We consider a collective approach as more
beneficial than heavily individual focused: as for empowerment,
social responsibility and action taking for an entire collective are
recommended rather than working on behalf or on the side of an
individual only (see also [36, 46]). The notions of social responsibility and collective approach to empowerment resonate well with
the ideas of Boal and Freire [8, 25], who advocate the liberation of
the oppressed as well as the oppressors through collaborative endeavors. Therefore, while design fiction combined with persuasive
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Table 6: Underlying assumptions in children’s designs
Analytic focus

Underlying assumptions

Children’s design fiction in terms of empowerment

Assumptions
about
the
human being
Assumptions
about
the
nature of the
intervention

Humans passive objects of observation vs. active agents making a change
Problem-focused vs. solution/strength focused

Emphasis on technology for control, surveillance, monitoring and detection of bullying, but also on technology arousing human empathy and
agency – both emphasize empowerment, but the latter more strongly
Emphasis on bullying detection and associated action taking, but also
on creation of positive atmosphere and transforming of bullies into nice
persons – both emphasize empowerment, but the latter more strongly

Individualistic vs. collectivist

Emphasis on identification and working with bullies and the ones bullied as individuals, but also on engaging children and adults more
broadly to tackle the problem – both emphasize empowerment, but the
latter advocates a stronger form of collective empowerment and social
responsibility
Critiquing, deconstructing or All outcomes critical of the current dynamics, while some entail someprovoking
what unexpected or surprising solutions and some even somewhat
provocative ones (e.g. electric shocks)
Empowering the oppressed, All outcomes aim at empowering the ones being bullied, while some
combatting the oppressors
suggest combatting the power of bullies in a more explicit way; the
performances inviting also the spect-actors to critical reflection and
action taking

games, for example, already has great potential to provide opportunities for individuals to experience and engage with challenging
topics (see [59]), we consider our participatory critical design fiction approach having great potential for more social and shared
engagement, perhaps smoothening the way for personal reflection
if not even changing behaviors.

5.3

Call for design fiction, theater, and therapy

Inspired by Boal [8, 9], we continue by discussing the relationship
between design fiction, theater and therapy. Indeed, Boal [8] connects theater and therapy: “Theatre is a therapy into which one
enters body and soul, soma and psyche” (pp. 28). The potential of
combining participatory and therapy-based approaches has already
been discussed in HCI [41], therapy based approaches emphasize
collective and solution and strength focused approaches as well as
discursive and dialogical interventionist approaches [47, 76] that
we consider highly valuable for HCI researchers working with
challenging and complex topics around empowerment and with
marginalized groups or communities. Naturally, HCI researchers
cannot and should not act as therapists, but they could follow some
valuable principles from therapy-based approaches. We see developments also within other disciplines indicating the potential
of theater and therapy in the empowerment of different kinds of
marginalized groups or communities. Studies have, for example,
explored ethno-theater within narrative therapy for the victims of
human trafficking with the goal of making them feel important and
empowered [45]. Theater has also been used in [70] with refugees
to increase their social and emotional skills and in [72] with disadvantaged young people for strengthening their capabilities to
manage their lives. Moreover, there are studies [55, 62] where the
capacities of homeless have been strengthened through social theater, offering emancipatory and inclusive experiences for those
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involved. We see these studies pointing in the same direction as our
approach in collaboration with children on the topic of bullying
at school: those marginalized, oppressed, dominated or excluded
should be invited to collaboratively try to make a change in the
world – by the means of design and technology, theater and therapy
– for their own empowerment and emancipation as well as for those
of a larger collective. They are to be collaboratively invited and
encouraged to explore the oppressing conditions of the status quo
as well as to take action towards a better future.

6

CONCLUSION

We see a lot of potential in design fiction from the perspective of
addressing wicked problems and the critical agenda, which is arousing a lot of interest in HCI currently. Through our literature review,
we pointed out lack of critical design fiction targeting the empowerment of the power-weak, marginalized, dominated, or oppressed.
We explored participatory, empowering design fiction with school
children for finding solutions for the serious everyday problem at
many school environments – bullying. Through the design fiction
process, the children managed to envision a fascinating set of digital
means and tools to tackle the problem of bullying at school. We
showed that both the process and the outcomes were empowering
in certain senses. We recommend participatory and empowering
genre of design fiction for projects with children: children should
be invited to be the central actors, protagonists in the process of
tackling serious societal problems through design and technology.
Considering the ever-increasing digitalization of our everyday lives
and societies, there is a lot of potential in this type of participatory
critical design fiction for the purpose of addressing real societal
issues. Along the way, we advocate taking inspiration from design
fiction, theater and therapy.
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